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Direct evidence of zonal flow (ZF) predator-prey oscillations and the synergistic roles of ZF- and

equilibrium E�B flow shear in triggering the low- to high-confinement (L- to H-mode) transition in the

DIII-D tokamak is presented. Periodic turbulence suppression is first observed in a narrow layer at and just

inside the separatrix when the shearing rate transiently exceeds the turbulence decorrelation rate. The final

transition to H mode with sustained turbulence and transport reduction is controlled by equilibriumE�B

shear due to the increasing ion pressure gradient.
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Zonal flows (ZFs) are ubiquitous in fluid turbulence, for
example, in planetary atmospheres [1], and the terrestrial
jet stream, and are of general interest in turbulence self-
organization across different scales. Over the last decade, it
has been recognized that spontaneously generated ZFs may
also play an important role for turbulence or transport
self-regulation in magnetically confined plasmas [2,3].
Considerable attention has focused on their potential role
as a trigger mechanism for the transition from low- to high-
confinement regimes (L- to H-mode transition [4–6]) in
toroidal fusion plasmas [7–10], reducing edge plasma tur-
bulence (and transport) possibly in combination with equi-
libriumE�B flow shear [5]. Understanding the transition
dynamics and power threshold scaling is important to
assess auxiliary heating requirements for future burning
plasma experiments. A predator-prey model of the L-H
transition has been proposed, including the interaction of
turbulence, time-dependent zonal flows driven by the
Reynolds stress, and equilibrium E�B shear due to the
radial ion pressure gradient [11]. In this model, the ZF and
equilibrium flow shear are two competing predators inter-
acting with drift wave turbulence (prey). E� B flow ve-
locity fluctuations potentially consistent with ZFs,
preceding the L-H transition have been observed recently
in several experiments [9,10,12–14]. The Reynolds stress
thought to generate ZFs has been measured directly in
improved Ohmic confinement discharges [15]. Transient
phases of ‘‘H-mode-like’’ behavior with increased flow and
reduced turbulence have been observed in the NSTX toka-
mak preceding the LH transition [12], and ZFs are consid-
ered a likely explanation. In the ASDEX-U tokamak, a
periodic modulation of flow and turbulence level, with the
characteristics of a limit cycle oscillation at the geodesic
acoustic mode (GAM) frequency, has been observed pre-
ceding the LH transition in low density plasmas [13].

In this Letter we present direct evidence of (i) predator-
prey oscillations with characteristic signatures of a low

frequency ZF (with a frequency much below the GAM
frequency) preceding the L-H transition; (ii) periodic tur-
bulence suppression starting at and just inside the separa-
trix when the local ZF E� B shearing rate transiently
exceeds the turbulence decorrelation rate; (iii) the impor-
tance of the radial structure of the ZF flow layer (double
shear layer) in establishing the H-mode edge transport
barrier, and (iv) equilibrium shear resulting from the in-
creasing ion pressure gradient controlling the final L-H
transition. A so-called dithering L-H transition with input
power near the L-H transition threshold is studied here as it
allows the investigation of the transition dynamics on an
expanded time scale.
Multichannel Doppler backscattering on DIII-D (DBS)

[16,17]) provides simultaneous density fluctuation and
flow data with high temporal (1 �s) and radial (0.4 cm)
resolution across a radius range 0:65 � r=a � 1:05 in the L
mode and 0:8 � r=a � 1:05 in the H mode. DBS utilizes
diagnostic microwave beams focused onto the measure-
ment (cutoff layer) radius (spot size 2W0 � 4:5 cm, where
W0 is the 1=e half width of the beam power) launched at an
oblique angle to the magnetic flux surfaces at two toroidal
locations (toroidal angles � ¼ 60�, 240�). The diagnostic
setup and typical probing radii are shown in Figs. 2(h) and
2(j). Because of refraction, the microwave beam bends
predominantly in the poloidal direction. Backscattering
by plasma density fluctuations occurs preferentially near
the cutoff layer [17], according to the selection rules kS ¼
�kI ¼ k�=2 and !S ¼ !I þ vtk�, where the indices I and
S denote the incident and backscattered wave, vt is the
poloidal turbulence advection velocity, and k� is the reso-
nant poloidal density fluctuation wave number. The
backscattered signal amplitude is proportional to the
density fluctuation amplitude ~nðk�Þ. The probed wave
number k�, and the probed major radius R are obtained
using ray tracing based on high time resolution (25 �s)
electron density profiles from profile reflectometry.
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The time-resolved E� B velocity is obtained from the
instantaneous Doppler shift, fD ¼ ð!S �!IÞ=2� ¼
v?k�=ð2�Þ, with v? ¼ vE�B þ vph. Neglecting the con-

tribution of the fluctuation phase velocity vph, (estimated to

be much smaller than the electron and ion diamagnetic
velocities by linear stability calculations for similar plas-
mas [18]), one obtains vE�B � 2� fD=k�.

Figure 1(a) shows the time history of theE� B velocity
vE�B across the plasma edge (measured by an 8-channel
DBS system) in a dithering L-H transition, induced by
stepping up the (co-injected) neutral beam power from
Pinj ¼ 2:8 MW to 4.5 MW, a value just above the

H-mode transition power threshold (at a toroidal magnetic

field B� ¼ 2 T and plasma current Ip ¼ 1:1 MA), The

core plasma (line density �n ¼ 2:7� 1019 m�3) is co-
rotating, and in the L mode the radial electric field Er �
v�B�=B

2 and the poloidal projection of the E� B veloc-

ity shown here are positive except for a narrow radial edge
layer a few cm inside the separatrix, where the contribution
of the ion pressure gradient to Er produces weak intermit-
tent negative flow. The normalized edge density fluctuation
level ~n=n peaks near/outside the separatrix [Fig. 1(b)]. ~n=n
is measured by DBS at a wave number k� � 2:7 cm�1,
�k�=k� � 0:3, and k��s � 0:4. This wave number range
overlaps with the upper wave number range detected by
beam emission spectroscopy (BES) in DIII-D and corre-
sponds to the poloidal wavenumber range where the maxi-
mum growth rate of the ion temperature gradient mode
[ITG], is expected. In addition, resistive balloning modes
(RBM) may be active just inside the separatrix. The radia-
tive instability, thought to be responsible for limit cycle
oscillations in earlier DIII-D experiments with a higher
triangularity plasma with lower x-point height [8], is not
likely to be present here due to the higher NBI heating
power (2.8 vs 0.3 MW) and edge electron temperature, and
low Zeff � 1:6. Because of backscattering, DBS intrinsi-
cally detects modes with kr � 0. At t� 1271 ms, a strong,
periodic limit cycle oscillation (LCO) oscillation in the
E�B velocity starts to develop in a 2–3 cm wide layer at
and just inside the separatrix. Starting at t0 � 1271:7 ms,
density fluctuations are periodically reduced in the region
2:25 m<R< 2:28 m, concomitantly with a sharp reduc-
tion in theD� recycling light [Fig. 1(c)]. Edge confinement
starts to improve during the oscillatory phase, as evidenced
by the changing rate of increase of the line density
[Fig. 1(d)] and edge electron temperature [Fig. 1(e)]. The
frequency of the E� B flow oscillation decreases gradu-
ally from 2.5 to 1.7 kHz. About 15 ms after LCO onset,
after a final D� transient, the transition to sustained
H-mode takes place, characterized by a strong, steady
E�B flow layer with Er ��rpi=en, where rpi is the
ion pressure gradient and n is the plasma density. An
expanded time history reveals that the E�B velocity
oscillations [Fig. 2(a)] at the separatrix lag the density
fluctuation amplitude [Fig. 2(b)] by about 90�, as con-
firmed by the cross-correlation coefficient [Fig. 2(d)].
This phase lag is consistent with the predator-prey model
of the L-H transition advocated previously [11]. ZFs are
driven once density fluctuations reach sufficient amplitude;
in turn, ZF shear is thought to quench fluctuations. The
time delay between the peak fluctuation amplitude (and,
presumably, peak radial particle transport flux) and the
peak divertor recycling (D�) light [Fig. 2(c)] is found to
be �120–140 �s, consistent with an estimated plasma
loss time due to parallel scrape-off layer (SOL) flow
0:5q95R=0:3cs � 140–180 �s (the edge safety factor is
q95 � 4:1 and an estimated SOL parallel flow speed of

0:3cs with cs ¼ ½ðkTe þ kTiÞ=mi�1=2 is used here).
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FIG. 1 (color). Time evolution of (a) E�B velocity (the
direction of the ion diamagnetic and rB drift is indicated);
(b) relative density fluctuation level; (c) divertor D� signal;
(d) electron density; (e) edge electron temperature, and
(f) neutral beam power across the transition from L mode
through limit cycle oscillations (LCO) to H mode.
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Toroidal/poloidal symmetry of the observed flow oscil-
lation has been explicitly confirmed by cross-correlating
the instantaneous Doppler shift between two DBS channels
with the same launch frequency (f ¼ 67:5 GHz) but dis-
placed 180� toroidally [Fig. 2(h)]. Figures 2(e)–2(g) show
that toroidal flow correlation increases substantially at the

start of the oscillatory phase (t ¼ t0), consistent with the
formation of a low frequency zonal flow.
Figure 2(g) shows that the correlation coefficient

Cðv240�;60� Þ peaks around zero time lag, confirming the

axisymmetric (k� ¼ 0, k� ¼ 0) nature of the oscillating
flow feature. The zonal flow nature of the limit cycle
oscillation (LCO), including the phase relationship be-
tween ~n and vE�B, has been confirmed in several
discharges with LCO phases lasting between 5 ms and
400 ms. The observed ZF frequency is much below the

expected local GAM frequency fGAM ¼ �½ðkTe þ
ð7=4ÞkTiÞ=mi�1=2=2�R� 20 kHz, where � is a numerical
factor depending on the plasma shape. The GAM, observed
earlier during L mode in the same discharge, typically
decreases in amplitude before the L-H transition [9].
Inside the separatrix, radial inward propagation of the

ZF with a phase velocity vr ��220� 40 m=s, at t ¼ t0þ
2 ms, has been inferred from the phase of the radial cross-
correlation coefficient of the DBS signals, with respect
to a reference channel probing R1 ¼ 2:245 m (at toroidal
angle � ¼ 60� [Fig. 2(i)]). From the instantaneous phase
delay a radial wavenumber kr ��0:7 cm�1 is determined.
Inward propagation occurs within one LCO cycle.
Direct evidence of turbulence suppression by Zonal

Flow shear has been obtained by comparing the flow
shearing rate near the separatrix to the local decorrelation
rate �!D of density fluctuations [Fig. 3(a)], derived from
the turbulence autocorrelation time �AC of the DBS scat-
tered signal amplitude (the 1=ewidth of the autocorrelation
function), using an analysis window of 40�s. With E�B
advection present, the turbulence decorrelation rate mea-

sured in the lab frame is�!lab
D ¼ �!DðvE�B=l�Þ½�!�2

D þ
l2�=v

2
E�B�1=2. In the case considered here,�!D � 1=�AC �

5� 105 s�1 at the separatrix in L-mode in the absence of
significant advection (vE�B � 0). The measured radial
correlation length within the flow layer, lr � 1 cm does
not change appreciably across the L-mode/limit cycle tran-
sition but reduces by �45% during the final H-mode
transition. Estimating the poloidal correlation length as
l� � 2lr, we find �!�1

D < l�=vE�B except near maximum
E�B flow, and to good approximation �!lab

D � �!D.
Figure 3(a) shows that the initial turbulence suppression
results from a fast reduction in the ambient turbulence
decorrelation rate (within 100 �s) and a gradual increase
in the shearing rate !E�B ¼ @vE�B=@r. Possible causes
for the reduction of �!D may be a reduced eddy turnover
time in the shear flow layer (increasing eddy resilience) or
an increase in poloidal turbulence correlation length as the
ZF is excited. As the Zonal Flow LCO develops, the
shearing rate !E�B (measured across the separatrix at R ¼
2:27 m) periodically exceeds �!D at times coinciding
with reduced density fluctuation level [Fig. 3(b)]. The
total statistical and systematic errors are estimated to be
�28% on the shearing rate and�11% on the decorrelation
rate (rising to �16% near maximum E� B flow), hence
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FIG. 2 (color). (a) E�B velocity; (b) relative density fluc-
tuation level; (c) D� signal across the onset of predator-prey
oscillations; (d) cross-correlation coefficient between E�B
velocity and density fluctuation level; (e–g) toroidal cross-
correlation coefficient of E�B flow; (h) DBS launching loca-
tions; (i) velocity cross-correlation coefficient of DBS channels
1-4 with respect to channel 5 used as reference channel (probing
a radius R1 ¼ 2:245 m); ( j) DBS probing locations in L- and H-
mode; (k) cross-correlation of �!D and E�B shearing rate;
(l) cross-correlation coefficient between flow shear and density
fluctuation level.
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phase-lock averaging the data with respect to the LCO has
been employed to reduce the statistical error and confirm
that !E�B exceeds �!D at the times when fluctuations are
reduced. Also, anticorrelation between decorrelation rate
and shearing rate has been systematically confirmed
throughout the LCO. The correlation coefficient 1.3 ms
after LCO onset is shown in Fig. 2(k).

Figure 3(c) shows the E�B velocity component due to
the ion main pressure gradient, estimated from the electron
density profile (a good approximation as ZeffðR ¼ RsepÞ<
1:6 and the local impurity (carbon) ion density nC <
0:02ne, hence ni � ne) and the carbon ion temperature
profile (from CER, a good approximation due to the high
ion collisionality). It is obvious that the pressure gradient
begins to increase after the E�B shearing rate exceeds
the turbulence decorrelation rate at t� 1271:6 ms.
Comparing the shear due to the diamagnetic component
of the E�B velocity [Fig. 3(d)] to the total E� B shear
measured by DBS [Fig. 3(a)] it is clear that the former
increases with pressure profile evolution after the initial
turbulence suppression and after the start of the predator-
prey oscillation. From total E�B flow measured by DBS
we estimate that equilibrium shear due to the main ion
vi � B component (not measured) accounts for half of the

L-mode shear and increases gradually during the predator-
prey phase. However, the initial periodic turbulence sup-
pression is clearly linked to the oscillating (ZF) shear.
The time evolution of E� B velocity, flow shear, and

normalized turbulence level throughout the predator-prey
phase and the final transition to sustained H mode is shown
in Fig. 4. The electric field time evolution shown in

FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Turbulence decorrelation rate and
shearing rate across the transition to predator-prey oscillations
(R ¼ 2:27 m); shading indicates times of turbulence suppres-
sion; b) density fluctuation level; (c) diamagnetic component of
the E�B velocity; (d) shearing rate due to the diamagnetic
component.
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Fig. 4(a) (confirmed by additional plasma shots analyzed)
justifies neglecting the turbulence phase velocity compared
to the E� B velocity as the there is no indication of a
systematic change of slope near Er ¼ 0 (expected if the
turbulence phase velocity would be sizeable). Periodic
increases in flow shear occur throughout the predator-
prey phase in both the outer shear layer spanning the
separatrix [the outboard edge of the electric field well
shown in Fig. 1(a)] and the inner shear layer (the inboard
edge of the electric field well, 2:23 m � R � 2:26 m). The
oscillatory ZF shear in the outer shear layer dominates
initially [Fig. 4(b)]. The shear in the inner layer increases
�1:5 ms after ZF onset [Fig. 4(e)]. Fluctuations in the
inner layer exhibit limit cycle oscillations but are gradually
substantially reduced [Fig. 4(g)].

The reduced fluctuation level (and radial transport) in
time allows the pressure gradient and the equilibrium
diamagnetic shear to increase substantially in both layers
[Figs. 4(c) and 4(f)]. The predator-prey cycle lengthens as
the fluctuation level recovers more slowly after each ZF-
induced quench, due to the additional equilibrium shear.
This is consistent with the competition between ZF and
equilibrium (mean) flow shear advocated in the theoretical
predator-prey model [11], where the mean flow shear has
been predicted to inhibit ZF growth. The final transition to
sustained H mode at t� 1288 ms is preceded by a tran-
sient H-mode phase at 1286–1287 ms. The increase in
equilibrium shear maintains fluctuation reduction longer
than in previous predator-prey cycles even though the ZF
shear decreases in time. Density fluctuations eventually
return transiently, in turn again increasing the ZF ampli-
tude and ZF shear. However, after the next quench the
pressure gradient and equilibrium shear are sufficient for
sustained turbulence suppression; the final H-mode transi-
tion has occurred [Fig. 4(h)]. At the time of the final H-
mode transition, the diamagnetic shear accounts approxi-
mately for the entire measured equilibrium E�B shear.

The importance of the interplay between ZF and equilib-
rium shear is reflected in a fundamental change of the cross-
correlation between flow shear and turbulence amplitude
[Fig. 2(l)]. In L-mode, flow shear is weak, and there is no
measurable cross-correlation (shown here for the outer
shear layer, R ¼ 2:27 m). For t > t0, the flow shear lags
~n=n by �90� consistent with the predator-prey model.
However, when the equilibrium shear becomes important,
the phase lag moves towards 180� (anticorrelation). This
phase relationship results from periodic increase or de-
crease of the edge pressure gradient: as ~n=n and edge
transport increase, rpi flattens, reducing the equilibrium
shear. Hence a phase lag near 180� is a strong indication that
equilibrium shear suppression has become dominant.
Detailed modeling of the interaction between equilibrium
or oscillating shear flow and turbulence properties, with
inclusion of radial transport and radial profile effects
(1-D model), will likely be required for a quantitative

comparison of experiment and theory, as described in [19]
for externally imposed equilibrium and oscillating E�B
flow shear.
In conclusion we have provided strong experimental

evidence that ZF and equilibrium shear are instrumental
in the L-H transition, supporting the two-predator–one
prey transition model [11]. ZF generation and the resulting
strong oscillating shear in the outer shear layer (spanning
the separatrix) are crucial in initial turbulence suppression.
Increasing ZF shear in the outer and inner shear layer then
allow the edge pressure gradient to increase. The shear
associated with the diamagnetic component of the E�B
velocity eventually lengthens the predator-prey oscillation
cycle until equilibrium shear is sufficient to maintain con-
tinuous turbulence suppression consistent with H-mode
confinement.
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